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The tatravon system and large team developed and the tapi sperings wild fire, such as the viable landscape of this head area affected by geo local moseq. The Tatravon system when firefighters arrive in a wild fire, they know the risks involved. These complex fires make their own seasons, and it's very difficult to predict which direction
they can take. Brave men against them often make decisions despite the uncertainty in situations where wrong choices can lead to more loss and death . The situation sions fighters produce it is almost impossible to get real-time position awareness, especially at night when it is very dangerous to fly planes deployed on flames. Because
their flight time is limited to hours of the day, the responses have been done with fire overnight, including the direction of the fire and where hotspots are. It increases the risk for both firefighters and communities in the way of the fire. The ability of the pilotless aerial system (UAS) to reduce the risks involved in extinguishing the fire has
encouraged many companies and researchers to search for the application. UAS needs to provide bird eye perspectives important, real-time decisions, while night-long fire monitoring is also safely done, for Stephen Gatlon, Vice President Marketing Strategy, Communications and Investor Relations Around. Still in the early stages, UAS
could be an important tool in the fight against fighters, an instrument experts expect to become a day-to-day standard during these types of missions. During a wild fire the area around the fire becomes limited airspace and an air boss goes towards all flight activities-deployed and unpiloted, explained Robot Aviation CEO Glenn. The
piloted crafts are often visible to hotspots, leaving water on these areas and deployed to provide equipment to the staff. However, Gatlon said that many fire agencies cannot tolerate air support and rely on other sources such as such a tower to have a fire scene. UAS can provide a broader aerial approach-in real time, without endangering
observers. To make sure they don't become a threat to themselves, UAS Transpondars know any pilots in this area where they are at all times. The president and CEO of Area Lab, Deo Kravitschi, said that the fire line can be used to collect data while flying over to create a real-time map of the fire line and hot spots where the fire is
especially active. This map can be sent back to mission control for planning purposes. The commander knows exactly where to send resources, so the fire is low-lying areas where the water is lost. When you are on the ground, you can't see what's going on around you, the use of UAS in the fighters is mentioned to be very similar to their
use in the military. Providing real-time Syrian information is very important and is a huge cost to the firefighters on the ground and the campaign as a whole. You get a better view of where the fire is and is not. Insato Rep. Response Team member Joe Koper checks a final flight. Ansato Ansato, Tatravon and Lockhead Martin all recently
worked with the U.S. Interior Department, or DOI, to show how fighting fighters as well. The department first started its pilotless aircraft program in 2006, said Betherock, director of the aviation services office, and last year I started focusing on using UAS to respond to wild fires. The test plan includes a large number of UAS protesters as
integrated. First, the deployment of the Lockhead Martin K-MAX unmanned helicopter, was held last November. The Ansato, The Tatravan and most recent K-max demonstrations were held this year, a significant step forward towards which the forest is included in the monitoring. Ansato Scaniaglei flew over a wild fire at olympic national
park, which was actually rain forest fire, some brad kwekaratz, who as the program manager, the aviation services office, was described as a unique event. The aircraft was easily merged into the current operation, and flew above all other comprehensive traffic during its mission. Sensor snare sphers located the frame and the hotspots
determined. It not only shows the crew how effective the helicopter water drops were, but also that they needed to focus their efforts to battle the fire. Scaniaglealso flew over the night, saying that The Charlieton Evans, Ansato Commercial and Civil UAS Program Manager, is a task that is very dangerous for the aircraft deployed only
because smoke and weather the petering creates a fire. Night flights can give firefighters important information to start the next day, and where there is a much better idea headed by the fire. Evans said the Scanaiaiagle's orakat sensor also helps the team by looking through smoke. We worked with helicopter pilots that they are
dehydration on fire, and they were dishearty that we could provide them with real-time feedback where they needed to be put in the water, as well as the result the water was dropped, Evans said. Pilots can't see what's going on under the helicopter when they leave the water, so they don't know if they hit the right spot. Scaniaiaihas
allowed pilots to assess the results of their drop in real time, to respond to them immediately, so they know where to put the water next time. The team also wants to see that they can use the images collected to create maps, their current definitions strategy, said Koikratz. The biggest challenge presented was determining that the sensor
has the position to capture the right images. One of the maps that is still needed The Coctrats said, But the lesson learned on this fire is what we need to do to quickly take data from an airplane and convert this data into a useable map for firefighters on the ground to do what it appears. In collaboration with the West Virginia Division, wild
researchers, equipped with vision and aorta cameras are building a UAS. Manish Kumar, The Team of Sunsanati, had such an experience from The Tatravon Systems' Unmanned Systems Division, the Tapayi UAS as a wild fire in the fountains of The Arosondi. The fire covers 97,000 acres when they reached, and 600 people were left to
fight the fire, including smokejuppers, to live in the forest for months at a time and fight against their fire by plane, he said, the program manager for the commercial unmanned aircraft system. The fire was in the remote area, where the team operated with a two hour drive from the command post. The nearest city was 1.5 hours away, and
that means this team used to live in the tent two weeks they were there. It was cold and difficult to keep in touch, but with satellite communication equipment the team brought them along, they were able to provide real-time information to the responders. Al-Lsoverta said he needed to know that hotspots in the fire should be used tomorrow
and where they live tomorrow, and use this information to direct their assets. We were able to burn these areas and generate reports very quickly and their reports to e-mail to order the event would show a new approach to their report where hotspots were located. Usually a person in a deployed plane gets on the radio to explain whether
there are hotspots, or fly the frame and prepare a report 12 to 18 hours later. We have provided this information in half an hour. During the mission, the deployed aircraft flew over and offered an umbrella view of what is going on below, said Sean Bao, chief engineer of aerosondi, civil and trade programs. Even this range shows that the
fire was most intense, not only providing staff with real-time information, but better, more accurate information. Every morning a team came together to plan the day's execution plan and what happened during the evening hours, al-Lasoorta said. A wild fire is a living, breathing, dynamic environment, and aviation missions are very
dangerous, said David Phillips, vice president of small and medium endurance pilot aircraft systems. You can imagine smokejompers in the snow without overnight contact. The wind is in shifts and they are unaware the direction of the fire has been changed. UAS provides real-time awareness of being on metrologal and on the ground
where the thermal environment is changing rapidly. Insato Rep. Response Team member Bernasaon Agasako prepares Scanaiagle for flight. Ansato Highest DOI Demo, held in October, K-MAX, deployed an alternative, power lift helicopter in which Lockhead Martin and Kama an Aerus space corporation changed a UAS as autonomous
or remote control operation capability. He flew 11 missions during the supply of cargo to Boise, Edaho, water and various places, Kwekaratz said, such a mission had done during military operations. Betherock said that using as much as a pilotless plane provides many benefits during a wild fire. When the deployed helicopter can fly for
only eight hours, but if it is unpiloted, it can stay in the air for 24 hours, providing the amount of aircraft support the triplong. It can also fly at night and must remain ground in the morning hours when deployed aircraft. Temperature drops and low levels increase so the fire behavior gets less severe at night, it gets more weak in a direct
attempt, Said Betherock, adding that the interior department already has several K-MAX optional piloted helicopters on the contract. K-MAX not only allows the amount of time to fly to The Triples we can fly, but it is more weak during the heat of the day when we attack the fire. They plan to use helicopters that are already on contract for
wild fire missions, Said Betherock, while flying with a pilot during that day when it became clear and then transitioning to the pilot without during the night and early morning hours. And because the aircraft can be deployed, they can easily fly in the next fire without the need for permission certificates from FA, giving them more flexibility.
The Kwectrotz and TheBetherock are happy with the results of these demonstrations, and fa and manufacturers will continue to work with how to best use as an tool during fighters. If they continue to see positive results, Betherock expects that someday a standard tool could use firefighters to deal with complex, dangerous forest fires.
Lockhead Martin K-Max. As The Lockhead Martin UAS manufacturers just set to add UAS in response to wild fires. Researchers — Including McCanaal Engineering Manish Kumar and Associate Professor of Aerospace Engineering, Cally Koheen Professor from The University of Sunnati — are looking into the application working. He
began his research, known as THE PFI: Air-TT: Fire and Emergency (Safe) Position Awareness during the project, about five years ago. This team, after working with west Virginia Division Forests and other agencies, has developed a UAS work prototype as designed specifically during the fighters. Over the next few months, the team will
test the prototype during the outdoor flight test at the airport in Wellington, Ohio, and modify algorithms for the outside and real world With the delay and loss of contact, Kumar said. In spring, they plan to conduct UAS tests in the Wozyon Research Forest during a real, but wild fire in cooperation with the West Virginia Division of Forests.
Kumar said the prototype can plan its own path independent. The operator can find an area on the map and will follow the UAS plan and a route to this area, providing real-time video at the ground station. The video is implemented to get hot spot locations, which will then be converted to Google Map in real time. The real time information
is not the main cause of destruction in these situations, Said Kohin. They need to know where the fire is and how it is moving, and use this information to allocate resources to fight the fire. We can take information from uas to find the fire, and add the topoalage from Google Earth and weather conditions, and then come up with a foregoing
model that shows how these situations will be moved from the fire. Rudgar Ozbourne, regional fire specialist for the West Virginia Division, has been part of the project since intake, has been about giving team feedback on what firefighters most need, and insight into some of the challenges that come when flying their missions. He needs
to use them easy and fast deeplabby. They want the ability to get it in the air in 10 minutes or less, and to take it to a box that fits easily behind a car. It also needs to not only have an aorta/thermal camera to find hotspots, but also help find firefighters on the ground if they lose communication. Ozbourne is encouraged about the idea of
employment as in this type of application and said that after initial purchase and training, UAS can help departments like their safe time and money. Access to deployed helicopters is expensive, not to mention the time to get into a helicopter or a fixed wing at the airport, and then fly back to the fire site. More and more UAS does not need
runways for launch or recovery, and can also be deployed in remote areas. Ozborn said it is only so much better than putting a helicopter in the air for specific missions. Also the fact that you capture the footage for people on earth as a UAS. It is much better than having three or four people on an airplane who can leave in any minute. U.
One of The Biggest Challenges of Sunsanaty is the public view of ozbourne's fire watch to include uAS. Many people see UAS or drones as a negative, and the recent news about the hobebests interference with the response to the wild fire in the summer did not help. That is why it is important for the industry not only to increase public
awareness of the benefits of UAS, but to ensure that the public understands the risks of flying Drones in limited airspace around a wild fire. There are members of the public who want to do one of these systems to get a better view of a forest fire, Said Karvitschi Area On-Labs. We need to increase awareness that when interesting to them,
they can create a barrier to the safety of the operation. Small forest-facing agencies in West Virginia are another challenge to find money, Ozbourne said. While these systems should save money over time, it can still be difficult to find funds for purchasing a system-and some agencies may be a stake to spend money on such a new
technology. And also the fact that firefighters have been fighting you the same way for years, and uAS is changed in the way of a change the way they work, Said Kohin. UAS to mean that they need to change their operations. It is a cultural change that can be already resistant, although they see what technology can do, most likely to be
motivated about learning to use this potentially life saving tool. Gatlon said it would still take time to merge this new solution into their policies and procedures, so companies like Aervacarant have to work with organizations and agencies to educate them about the benefits of UAS and how manufacturers can support them. This is an
important step, because guessing how to add the best to these complex operations is the key to making this application a reality. At some point, Gatlon said that would be a standard tool for wild fire missions. He expects the UAS to be an integral part of your path, immediately providing them with position awareness needed without having
to put anyone in the way of damaging them. The research and demonstrations performed during the past year will prepare firefighters for the day like them, with their help decide suo-mailing how best to merge their operations. It is still a relatively new application for uAS, and Evans of Ansato expects to see a lot of protesters during next
year's fire season. These protesters will learn how to overcome not only the various challenges they face through manufacturers and fire agencies, but will see with doubtwhat these people can do to improve operations-and ultimately save lives. The last thing we want to be is to put a device on the fire line that does not support ground
firefighters. It's a matter of demonstrated potential, Kwekreatz said. We know the needs of the mission, and once we show these types of aircraft can meet the needs of these missions, firefighters will be open to merging them into their operations, because it is the right task to do the job, and it is realized for the mission. Mission
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